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In the 21st century, with the accelerating rate of climate 
change, continuous development of technology and engineering, 
and the need to make responsible decisions that affect us, 
future generations and the surrounding world, pursuing a policy 
of sustainable development by the City of Krakow and munic-
ipal entities is one of the most important responsibilities to 
the residents of Krakow and society as a whole.

The ICE Krakow Congress Centre is a business and cultural land-
mark of our city. It is here that citizens of almost all countries 
of the world meet, here they share knowledge, here decisions 
are made about the directions of development of many areas 
of our daily life. We want conference and congress attendees, 
as well as organisers and attendees of other events, to be  
confident that we are consciously managing one of New 
Europe’s best convention centres.

Implementing actions based on the policies of sustainable 
practices, whether on a large or small scale, has a real impact 
on our environment and ourselves in the long run. We know 
that by investing our resources in these activities, we are not 
only taking care of ourselves „here and now,” but most impor-
tantly – of future generations. Accountability for one’s actions 
should therefore be the standard. This also applies to the 

meetings industry.

Representatives of the Krakow meetings industry affiliated 
with the KRAKÓW NETWORK group are aware of their respon-
sibility to the environment and the community. Therefore, 
they have been striving for years to reduce the negative impact 
of organised events on the environment, while increasing the 

positive impact on other areas that these events may affect.

Jacek Majchrowski  
The Mayor of the  
City of Krakow

Izabela Błaszczyk 
President of Kraków5020

Paula Fanderowska 
Vice-President of Kraków5020
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Introduction 

With concern for our planet and the quality of life of current and 
future generations in mind, we have drafted the “Sustainable 
Development Policy for the ICE Krakow Congress Centre.” Since 
opening the facility in 2014, being aware of the challenges human-
ity faces in the 21st century, we make decisions and implement 
solutions in the spirit of sustainability every day.

Employees of the ICE Krakow Congress Centre, which hosts hun-
dreds of events and thousands of guests each year, are aware 
that the meetings industry should grow responsibly, and that this  
responsibility should be shared evenly between event organisers 
and hosts.

This document contains examples of actions taken so far – both in 
the context of the building’s operation and the technologies used 
in it, as well as the numerous actions and programs initiated by 
the ICE Krakow operator’s personnel to ensure accessibility for ev-
ery visitor and to reduce the environmental impact.

The document also includes information on the functioning and 
activities undertaken by the operator of the ICE Krakow Congress 
Centre, which, as a municipal institution, strives to ensure equal 
access to culture and social events, taking care of the interdisci-
plinary and inclusive formula of organised events.

Kraków5020 is a municipal company established with the main 
objective to strengthen Kraków’s brand as a modern European me-
tropolis that is attractive, open and tolerant. Its name refers to 
the city’s location, which is at the intersection of the 50ºN parallel 
with the 20ºE meridian.

Among its other tasks, the company operates the ICE Krakow 
Congress Centre and the hybrid studio located therein. 
Kraków5020 is also responsible for the Kraków Network project.
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Sustainability is not just about environment 
protection

Formulated by the World Commission on Environment and 
Development (Brundtland Commission) in 1987, the definition 
of sustainable development means such socio-economic devel-
opment that meets the needs of the present without compro-
mising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 
 
The updated definition of sustainability that we and other rep-
resentatives of the Krakow meetings industry affiliated with 
KRAKÓW NETWORK have adopted assumes that sustainability is 
concern for the environment, the immediate surroundings, social 
justice, openness and tolerance (cf. KRAKÓW NETWORK PROTOcOl). 
 
Thus, we aim to reduce the negative impact of the organised 
event on the environment and increase the positive im-
pact also on other areas that may be affected by the event. 
 
Today, sustainability is not just statistics, reports, or data. It also 
means relationships, direct and indirect impact on quality of life, cre-
ating complementary and inclusive offerings.

 Society

Human

Environment

Economy
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Sustainable development and heritage

We believe that a well-planned event is one that, in addition to bring-
ing substantive and networking value, leaves a positive impact, i.e.  
a lasting positive footprint on the environment in which it takes 
place. At the same time, we see the positive impact of an event more 
than just financial terms, but more broadly: as the effects of organis-
ing an event or meeting that make a difference in the world or in the 
place where the project is carried out.

We think of congresses in terms of legacy meetings, assuming that 
they do not have to be an episode in the life of the city, but have the 
potential to affect the local community. This awareness has also 
changed the understanding of the congress itself – from an event 
that is closed and intended for a group of experts, it potentially be-
comes „open to the city” and benefits a variety of attendees – above 
all, the residents. The new perspective helps us explain why events 
are or can be of such importance to the city and why they are worth 
striving for.

We know that we, along with the rest of the meetings industry, 
form a common ecosystem, constantly interacting with each other. 
Therefore, we strive to pay attention not only to our own actions, but 
also to those of our partners and clients. By educating them and con-
vincing them of the value of sustainability, we influence the overall 
and final form of events.
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Among the initiatives we have taken so far – as members of the 
KRAKÓW NETWORK group – to educate other industry representa-
tives are presentations and lectures on zero waste MICE, promoting 
the idea of green meetings, as well as organising meetings focused 
on sustainable transportation and solutions to make events more 
accessible to persons with disabilities.
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Legacy projects bank

In order to make it as easy as possible for congress and conference or-
ganisers – and, later, congress and conference attendees – to engage 
with the local community, representatives of the Krakow’s meetings 
industry operating within the KRAKÓW NETWORK business group 
have initiated the creation of a legacy projects bank in 2021.

The legacy projects bank, maintained by the Krakow Convention 
Bureau in cooperation with the relevant departments of the 
Krakow City Council and city units such as the Board of Urban 
Greenery in Krakow and the Municipal Social Welfare Centre in 
Krakow, collects ideas for CSR activities and projects catering to 
specific groups of our city’s residents.

Green meetings  

Selecting a venue with an extensive accommodation base near-
by and one that can be easily reached by public transportation. 
Avoiding the overproduction of waste and organising the event 
with local companies and suppliers. Introducing online registra-
tion for the event and abandoning printed materials in favour of 
digital resources distributed by e-mail. Using recyclable materials 
instead of choosing plastic when selecting promotional gadgets. 
Creating eco-friendly decorations and reusable branding. These 
are just some of the decisions that event organisers can make 
in an effort to reduce their negative impact on the environment. 
 
The team responsible for the implementation of projects at ICE 
Krakow actively cooperates with event organisers, our clients, pro-
moting and proposing such solutions. We are committed to jointly 
implementing standards that meet global trends. As representati-
ves of the meetings industry, we too are responsible for creating 
and developing them.
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Well-being of the attendees of green meetings

Congresses and conferences organised in the spirit of sustainabil-
ity should not only be more environmentally friendly, but should 
also take care of the well-being of event attendees. Preparing the 
program of the event in such a way that the attendee has time 
for prayer, relaxation or sporting activities is the responsibility 
of the organisers of green meetings. Therefore, it is increasingly 
more common that the formal part of the conference is accom-
panied by, for instance, runs, dance workshops, group sporting 
activities, as well as areas for relaxation, prayer or meditation, as 
exemplified by the prayer rooms organised for attendees in the 
41st session of the UNESCO World Heritage Committee and the 
15th OWHC World Congress, as well as the beach prepared for the 
Devoxx Poland 2021 conference, where attendees could relax on 
deck chairs overlooking Wawel Castle.
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Digitisation of events and sustainable development

The pandemic and the resulting restrictions have made live events 
partially or entirely impossible. So in late 2020 and early 2021, 
event organisers were faced with the decision of whether to post-
pone their event or hold it in the virtual space. To meet the expec-
tations of our clients, in June 2020 we launched a hybrid event 
studio with our technology partner, Concept Music Art CMA. As 
a result, despite the pandemic, we were able to hold the events, 
reaching more attendees than ever before, organising them in  
a safe and, just as importantly, environmentally friendly manner. 
Digitising events not only increases the reach of conferences and 
congresses, and expands their accessibility, but also – indirectly – 
reduces their carbon footprint. Of course, nothing can replace live 
meetings, but holding events in a hybrid or virtual format is also 
an expression of concern for the planet and an action in the spirit 
of sustainability. 
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Sustainable development of the ICE Krakow 
Congress Centre – examples

The growing interest in Krakow as a tourist and business destina-
tion each year over the past several years led city officials to de-
cide in 2007 to build the ICE Krakow Congress Centre, a venue that 
will host the most important and prestigious cultural, social and 
business events from Poland and abroad. Already at the stage of 
selecting the site for the investment and creating the design of 
the building, it was decided that the solutions and technologies 
used must align with the spirit of sustainable development, and 
the venue itself and its activities should have the lowest possi-
ble impact on the environment. That is why at ICE Krakow we can 
boast many solutions and measures:

bEsT WAlKiNg disTANcE 

The ICE Krakow Congress Centre is located in the very centre of the 
city, from where within 10-15 minutes you can reach on foot the 
most important attractions of Krakow located in the Old Town, 
Kazimierz or Podgórze, as well as numerous hotels and apart-
ments available in the vicinity of our Centre.

lOcATiON AT A Public TRANsPORT hub

A public transport hub is located 50 metres from the venue, where 
tram and bus lines that run to every part of the city intersect.
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mAximum dAylighT ANd AN ENERgy-EfficiENT  
lighTiNg sysTEm

A large part of the facility is illuminated by sunlight, while 90% 
of the artificial lighting is provided by energy-efficient LED bulbs. 
In public areas, the lighting is controlled through the BMS, which 
allows turning it on and off manually or with time schedules. In 
addition, many rooms have been equipped with automatic light 
switches, thus reducing unnecessary electricity consumption. 

hEATiNg Of ThE buildiNg ANd WATER ThROugh 
cONNEcTiON TO ThE disTRicT hEATiNg NETWORK mANAgEd 
by ThE muNiciPAl hEATiNg cOmPANy mPEc – miEjsKiE 
PRzEdsiębiORsTWO ENERgETyKi ciEPlNEj s.A. iN KRAKOW

The heat production process at the CHP plant must meet stringent 
emission standards and is carried out using modern technologies 
responsible for desulphurisation and removal of particulate mat-
ter. Heat transmission and distribution uses pre-insulated net-
works and fully automated heating substations. These measures 
result in a low rate of energy loss in transmission and a reduction 
in atmospheric emissions of sulphur and nitrogen oxides, as well 
as particulate matter.

mANAgiNg WATER ANd sAviNg ENERgy usEd fOR hEATiNg 
WATER by AERATORs ANd PhOTOcElls iN WATER TAPs

Aerators visually increase the flow of water by aerating it, which 
reduces water consumption by 15-60%. Photocells installed in the 
water taps ensure that water is used only when the hands are un-
der the tap, so water consumption is, on average, half of that of  
a single-lever tap. Such water taps also offer the possibility of auto-
matically adjusting the maximum temperature  of the water flow-
ing out of the tap, thus saving the energy needed to heat it. The 
toilets are dual flush which reduces water consumption by about ⅓. 
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hEATiNg ANd AiR cONdiTiONiNg OPERATiON iN sTANdby mOdE 

Regardless of the season, a constant temperature is maintained 
at ICE Krakow. As a result, during hot weather or heavy frost, there 
is no need to use more energy to quickly cool or heat the space 
inside the venue.

WAsTE sORTiNg 

In accordance with the law in force and the resolution adopted in 
the Municipality of Krakow on maintaining cleanliness and order, 
the waste generated at ICE Krakow (municipal waste, including 
mixed waste, construction waste and non-hazardous waste) is col-
lected in a selective manner. Colour-coded containers are used for 
waste sorting, as required by the integrated waste management 
system. Some of the non-hazardous waste generated is given 
away to entities that have permits to collect, transport and reuse 
it. Other waste that can be reused is recycled.

busiNEss OffER ThAT iNcludEs ThE TEchNicAl EquiPmENT 
NEcEssARy fOR ThE EvENT iN ThE PRicE

The built-in sound, lighting and multimedia systems offered as 
part of the rental price reduces the need to transport external 
equipment to ICE Krakow, which reduces the carbon footprint and 
the amount of pollution. Staffing the venue with local specialists 
and a team responsible for event production, as well as working 
closely with local suppliers, reduces the need for transportation 
and also strengthens the local market. 

PARTiciPATiON iN ThE PROgRAm TO suPPORT 
ElEcTROmObiliTy iN Public iNsTiTuTiONs

Kraków5020 – the operator of ICE Krakow is a beneficiary of the 
electromobility support program, so electric cars are part of the 
fleet used by the venue and the operator. Their number is expect-
ed to gradually increase in the following years. 
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Masters Catering – responsible caterer 

cOOPERATiON WiTh ThE fOOd bANK 

Food that remains after events held at ICE Krakow and is suitable 
for further consumption is donated to the Food Bank, from where 
it is distributed to those in need. These are mostly soups, hot dish-
es, fruit and cakes.

PROducTs fROm lOcAl suPPliERs WiTh ORgANic 
cERTificATEs

As much fresh and as little frozen produce as possible. Our cater-
er works with local suppliers offering regional specialties such as 
trout, fresh and cured meats, vegetables, fruit, juices, cheese and 
dairy, or honey.

EcO-fRiENdly OR REusAblE TAblEWARE 

Masters Catering serves food mainly on ceramic, glass and stain-
less steel tableware, meaning – reusable, durable resources. The 
service also uses biodegradable dishes made from bio paper, bam-
boo, corn and oat or apple pomace. 

EcO-fRiENdly dEcOR 

Our caterer uses plants with roots that can be replanted, or locally 
grown flowers arranged in vases made of glass, ceramic or metal, to 
decorate banquets.
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Our initiatives and activities

cONgREss AvENuE 

An initiative to plant trees along Monte Cassino Street during ma-
jor conventions held at the venue. Congress Avenue currently has 
more than 30 trees, with the species selected to absorb as much 
pollution from the air as possible. Thus, the action is not only to 
honour important events for the city, but also to invest in a liv-
ing, green heritage that will remain in Krakow for years to come. 
It is also a way to show the local community the positive impact 
of the meetings industry on the development of the city. The proj-
ect is being implemented in cooperation with the Board of Urban 
Greenery in Krakow.

KRAKÓW NETWORK

A structured and regular platform for cooperation and dis-
cussion of representatives of the Krakow meetings industry, 
in which experience is shared not only by its members, but 
also by invited experts from all over Poland. It is a network of 
connections through which Krakow is building a single, uni-
fied meetings market and an attractive world-class offer.  

All industry entities are involved in KRAKÓW NETWORK 
meetings and discussions: key venues, universities, the air-
port, service providers – from multimedia, lighting and AV, 
through event agencies, hotels, restaurants, to shippers and 
transportation service providers. The educational and net-
working value of the project is confirmed by the number of 
nearly 600 Krakow MICE professionals currently affiliated.  
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It includes several groups: KRAKÓW fuTuRE lAb, PR, EvENT, AcAdEmic, 
hOTEl, cATERiNg, PcO, dmc, KRAKOW club Of cONgREss AmbAssAdORs. 

Topics discussed during the quarterly KRAKÓW NETWORK meet-
ings include  zero waste  MICE, MICE for all – multiculturalism, 
accessibility, how to network, i.e. how to build business relation-
ships, incredible impact, i.e. the legacy of congresses, or transpor-
tation of the future. 

In 2020, KRAKÓW NETWORK members responded to the cri-
sis caused by the pandemic and the resulting restrictions by 
preparing a nationwide webinar on the organisation of hy-
brid events titled “Vademecum of Hybrid Events,” as well as 
a document titled “Security of Events after the Pandemic.”  
 
At the beginning of 2021, representatives of the local meetings indus-
try, representatives of Krakow’s universities and the City of Krakow 
acting within the framework of the initiative prepared the KRAKÓW 
NETWORK Protocol, a document modelled after the Kaohsiung 
Protocol adopted by the ICCA, which included the most important 
recommendations for the joint reconstruction of the meetings in-
dustry sector and operation in the new market conditions.
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gOOd mORNiNg icE KRAKOW

Cyclical free intergenerational meetings with a variety of attrac-
tions prepared for residents of the region. For several hours, ICE 
Krakow turns into a huge playground, and children have the oppor-
tunity to take part in free classes in contemporary dance, ballet or 
historical and culinary workshops. Representatives of emergency 
services – police officers, paramedics and firefighters – conduct 
special demonstrations, and ICE Krakow employees give tours of 
spaces that are usually inaccessible. Additional attractions usual-
ly include a surprise movie screening, a used toy and clothing swap 
campaign, and inclusive workshops.

AccEssibiliTy fOR All 

ICE Krakow is a building accessible for everyone, including persons 
with disabilities and special needs. The distance from the main en-
trance of the venue to tram and bus stops is 50 m. Together with 
the “Dobrze” Foundation, an audio description of the access paths 
from public transport stops to the ICE Krakow Congress Centre 
and inside the venue has been prepared, helping to reach relevant 
rooms. The files can be downloaded from the icekrakow.pl website 
(availability tab). An accessibility audit of the building and its ad-
aptation to the needs of persons with disabilities was conducted 
at ICE Krakow as part of the project “Małopolska implements the 
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.” All rec-
ommended recommendations were promptly implemented. The 
venue has also been certified as a Senior Friendly Place for 2020–
2022. The purpose of the plebiscite was to recognise activities,  
institutions and organisations that offer products, services and 
discounts prepared with seniors in mind and take into account 
the needs of the elderly.
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A Sustainable Tourism Policy for Krakow in the Years 
2021-2028 

In 2021, representatives of our city drafted the document  
„A Sustainable Tourism Policy for Krakow in the Years 2021-2028”, 
thus expressing concern and awareness of the changes taking 
place in the world. It indicates specific assumptions for sustain-
able business and cultural tourism in Krakow and the develop-
ment of the Małopolska tourism sector. 

This document, like the KRAKÓW NETWORK, contains a set of rec-
ommendations and guidelines for key areas of the city, includ-
ing support for the development of the meetings industry. 

For us and other representatives of the meetings industry affili-
ated with KRAKÓW NETWORK, the „A Sustainable Tourism Policy 
for Krakow in the Years 2021-2028” adopted by the city is the 
overarching document to which we align our activities. This is an  
expression of our awareness and concern for our surroundings, 
the environment and the community, as well as an acceptance of 
responsibility for the impact that the meetings and events sector 
has on the city and its continued functioning.

Sources:

Krakow’s Sustainable  
Tourism Policy for the  
Years 2021–2028

KRAKÓW NETWORK PROTOcOl

An article on sustainability  
on the official website  
of the United Nations

https://krakownetwork.pl/do-pobrania
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